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Bioretention Done Right
0.25 CEUs/2.5 PDHs

Doug Beyerlein
Co-Founder, Clear Creek Solutions

This course will discuss how bioretention 
systems are designed, how different 

engineered soil media impact the 
movement of stormwater runoff through 
the engineered soil layers, and how this is 
typically modeled. Modeling assumptions, 
good and bad, will be identified along with 

their potential impact on bioretention 
facility sizing and effectiveness in 

providing water quality treatment.
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Reviewers and Designers: How Much do you Know About 
Sediment and Erosion Control Limitations?

� Introduction
� Sediment Control

� Regulatory Requirements
� Inlet “Protection”
� Check Structures
� Sediment Basins/Traps

� Erosion Control
� Structural Methods
� Vegetation
� Mulches and RECPs

� Summary



Basic Definitions

� Sediment Control
� Methods that capture eroded materials suspended in water 

or air.

� Sedimentation
� The process of capturing soil particles suspended in water or 

air.

� Erosion Control
� Methods that minimize the displacement of soil particles by 

the action of water or wind.



Real-World Conditions for 
Sediment and Erosion 

Control



Do not allow sediment to leave the site. The best way to prevent 
sediment or pollutants from entering the storm sewer system is 
to stabilize the site as quickly as possible, preventing erosion 

and stopping sediment runoff at its source.

Sediment caused by accelerated soil erosion shall be removed 
from runoff water before it leaves the construction site.

The escape of sediment from the site shall be prevented by the 
installation of erosion and sediment control measures and 

practices prior to, or concurrent with, land disturbing activities.

Eroded sediments and other pollutants must be retained on-site 
and may not be transported from the site via sheet flow, swales, 

area drains, natural drainage courses, or wind.

All sediment must be prevented from entering any 
public or private storm drainage system. 

Clear Note Statement in Bold Letters:  The escape of 
sediment from the site shall be prevented by the installation 
of erosion and sediment  measures and practices prior to, 

or concurrent with, land disturbing activities

It is impossible to remove all 
sediment from runoff waters!

It is impossible to retain all 
pollutants on the site!

Control measures implemented at the site must be 
designed to prevent pollution or degradation of state 
waters.

Reviewers and Designers:  How are you going to 
meet any of the following conditions with your 

approval and submittal process?



to keep from happening or existing
Merriam-Webster Dictionary

to stop something from happening or 
someone from doing something

Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/stop
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/happening


Only by installing and maintaining 
impervious BMPs



A temporary method for erosion control that 
“might prevent” the discharge of sediment
• Only if the plastic is installed correctly
• Only if rainfall, runoff and/or wind does not destroy 

the plastic
• Only if continual maintenance of the plastic occurs

A permanent method for erosion control that 
“will prevent” the discharge of sediment

• Not a common BMP found during all phases of 
construction activities

A temporary erosion control method that will 
“minimize” the discharge of sediment

• Does NOT prevent (i.e., stop) erosion



Only by retaining ALL runoff waters



� Retention System
o Most Effective Containment System

• Requires “retaining” all runoff waters 
• 100% effective in capturing sediment

• No designed discharges from the system
• Removal of “retained” runoff waters occurs only by 

evaporation and seepage

• Not practical for construction sites

� Detention System
o Also Known as a Sediment Basin/Trap

• Requires “detaining” runoff waters to allow for 
sedimentation 
• Can be 10% to 90% effective in capturing sediment during 

the discharge of contained runoff waters
• Removal of “detained” runoff waters occurs through 

designed discharge structures 

Sediment Containment Systems



Do not allow sediment to leave the site. The best way to prevent 
sediment or pollutants from entering the storm sewer system is 
to stabilize the site as quickly as possible, preventing erosion 

and stopping sediment runoff at its source.

Sediment caused by accelerated soil erosion shall be removed 
from runoff water before it leaves the construction site.

The escape of sediment from the site shall be prevented by the 
installation of erosion and sediment control measures and 

practices prior to, or concurrent with, land disturbing activities.

Eroded sediments and other pollutants must be retained on-site 
and may not be transported from the site via sheet flow, swales, 

area drains, natural drainage courses, or wind.

All sediment must be prevented from entering any 
public or private storm drainage system. 

Clear Note Statement in Bold Letters:  The escape of 
sediment from the site shall be prevented by the installation 
of erosion and sediment  measures and practices prior to, 

or concurrent with, land disturbing activities

Nearly impossible 
to achieve!

stop

stopping

stopped

stopped

stopped

Nearly impossible 
to achieve!

Impossible to remove all 
sediment from runoff waters!

Impossible to retain all 
pollutants on the site!

Nearly impossible 
to achieve!

Nearly impossible 
to achieve!

Regulatory agencies, can you meet any of these requirements?

Designers, do you know of any BMPs that meet these requirements?

Contractors, be careful of what you sign if th
ese requirements are in your contract

Inspectors, you could be busy writin
g up NOVs because of these requirements

Control measures implemented at the site must be designed 
to prevent pollution or degradation of state waters.

stop

Nearly impossible 
to achieve!



Barriers
Erosion Control Methods



Identifying Limitations Begin with Ensuring 
Typical BMP Detail Sheets are Correct

Erosion Control 

Nearly all th
ese details are for sediment control



HUH?

Is this a good criterium?

Sediment Control
Methods that capture 

eroded materials 
suspended in runoff

Erosion Control
Methods that minimize the 

displacement of soil particles by 
the action of water or wind

SEDIMENT CONTROL





How long has it b
een since your BMP 

detail sheets have been updated?



Silt Fence Barriers Create Small Containment Ponds 
that Capture Suspended Particles from Sediment-

Laden Runoff Waters by Sedimentation

Sediment caused by accelerated soil erosion shall be removed 
from runoff water before it leaves the construction site.



Today, the norm is to place barriers 
in front of all inlet openings
Is it wise to put a barrier in 

front of all inlets?



Effectiveness of Inlet Barriers to Remove 
Sediment out of Runoff Waters

� How do barriers remove 
sediment from runoff 
waters?
� More than likely, they 

don’t
On-Grade Inlet

Sump Inlet



You need to conduct inspections after rainfall 
events to observe BMP limitations

Sediment deposits 
are on the sidewalk

Runoff flowed over 
the barrier

Runoff flowed 
under the barrier

Sediment deposits 
are in the gutter

Erosion is evident 
upstream of the barrier

Sediment deposits are 
upstream of the barrier

Sediment deposits 
are on the pavement

The asphalt upstream of the rock 

barrier inlet protection is 

relatively clean

150 mm (6-in.) high barrier 

150 mm (6-in.) high barrier 



Sediment-Laden runoff can flow 
over and under a shallow barrier



Sediment-Laden waters continue to flow 
under a shallow barrier as runoff decreases



Where are the largest sediment deposits?

?

?

But what happen to the majority of suspended 
particles in the runoff waters?

A clean street usually indicates an 

inlet barrier failed to create ponding 

for sedimentation of suspended 

particles in runoff waters

A porous rock barrier requires 
the ponding of sediment-laden 

runoff waters to enter the 
storm sewer system!

Relatively clean pavement in front of an inlet barrier 

indicates sediment-laden runoff waters either flowed 

into the structure or were diverted downstream 
?



Remember This Criterium?
The escape of sediment from the site shall be prevented by the installation 

of erosion and sediment control measures and practices prior to, or 
concurrent with, land disturbing activities.



Non-Compliant Hillside Stabilization

Non-Compliant Sediment Control Barrier

Non-Compliant Inlet Protection Barrier



The capture of  sediment from runoff waters occurs predominately 
by sedimentation---NOT by the filtering of a barrier

An impervious inlet barrier is only effective when street flooding 
street occurs.  A clean street is an indicator that failure has occurred



Effective inlet barriers might capture 
5% to 10% of the total amount of 

suspended particles in runoff waters

Shallow fiber roll barriers should not be 
installed for large upstream drainage areas

Shallow upstream barriers and lack of 
support for sandbag or fiber roll inlet 

barriers could create up to $35,000/day 
non-compliant fines by EPA

What happens 
when an inlet is 

in a sump



� Use of Fiber Rolls/Logs Barriers
� Also known as “wattles”
� Light weight units

� Filled with light weight material such as 
straw, coconut fiber, wood chips, excelsior, 
etc. 

� May float when upstream water depths are 
less than the radius
� Not recommended for inlet protection

without adding additional weight

� Heavy weight units
� Filled with heavy weight material such as 

compost, dense wood chips, sand & gravel, 
rubber material, etc.

� Usually do not float when upstream water 
depths exceed the radius
� May provide effective inlet protection

Scour indicates 
high flow 
velocity

Minimal deposits of 
sediment indicates 
failure of the fiber 

roll barrier

Deposits of sediment 
around the grate 

indicates floating of 
the fiber roll barrier

Wattle floated 
due to runoff 

waters



When Area Drains Are in a Sump

� Do not install silt fence barriers 
around area drains unless they 
are properly supported!



Effectiveness of Inlet Barriers 
to Remove Sediment out of Runoff

� How do barriers remove 
sediment from runoff 
waters?

� Barriers in front of on-grade 
inlets can “divert” sediment-
laden runoff waters and 
cause downstream impacts.

On-Grade Inlet

Sump Inlet



Notice the ineffectiveness of a barrier on a grade

Street flooding is an indicator that inlet 
protection is occurring



Should Barriers Be Placed 
in Front of All Inlet Openings?

Debris

Barriers in Front of Inlets on a Grade





Effectiveness of Inlet Barriers 
to Remove Sediment out of Runoff

� How do barriers remove 
sediment from runoff 
waters?

� Barriers in front of on-grade 
inlets can “divert” sediment-
laden runoff waters and 
cause downstream impacts.

� Do alternatives exist to 
installing inlet barriers?

On-Grade Inlet

Sump Inlet



Curb and Gutter Barriers

Might be effective for lo
w runoff v

alues

but

Very ineffective for high runoff v
alues



Remember T
his?

All s
edim

ent m
ust b

e prevented fro
m 

enterin
g any public or p

riv
ate storm

 

drainage system. Inlet Inserts



Are th
ese a non-compliant 

BMP according to
 th

e 2017 

Modifie
d CGP?



Hillside Fiber Roll/Log Barriers



Fiber Log/Roll Hillside Barriers
� Are they more for “show 

and tell” rather than for 
effective sediment control?
� What is the purpose?
� Are they designed for a 

specific storm event?
� How is spacing determined?
� What are the maintenance 

requirements?
� Will they be effective?

These are only for show and tell

Fiber Logs/Rolls (a.k.a. Wattles) are 
not an Erosion Control BMP!





Are fiber rolls/logs 
necessary on top 

of an ECB??



Channel Check Structures



Does This BMP Meet the Following Criterium?
Eroded sediments and other pollutants must be retained on-site and 

may not be transported from the site via sheet flow, swales, area 
drains, natural drainage courses, or wind

.

H ≥ 300 mm (12-in.)



How can erosion be 
minimized using only 

channel check structures?

Capture of sediment 

from upstream erosion

May require 
numerous barriers



� As a “stand alone” barrier, silt 
fences not properly installed 
should not be used where 
concentrated flows occur

� Concentrated flows usually 
result in extensive damage and 
maintenance

� Without proper installation, 
failure is the norm

Using Silt Fence Barriers as Check 
Structures in Drainage Channels



FLOW 
DIRECTION

Weak Area for Fiber Rolls/Logs 
(a.k.a. Wattles)



An example of what may happen when 
fiber rolls/logs are butted to each other



Even then the installation may 
not be effectiveFLOW 

DIRECTION



Is the Problem with Sediment Control
Having Too Much Sediment?

or
Having Too Much Runoff Water?



How much sediment might exist in runoff? 

> 20%
> 15% to 20%
> 10% to 15%
> 5% to 10% 
> 1% to 5% 

After 96 
hours

What is the Volume 
of Sediment?

(wet)
(dry)





Is the Problem with Sediment Control
Too Much Sediment?

or
Too Much Runoff Water?It is too much runoff water



Contain Sediment-Laden Runoff 
Waters in a Professionally Designed 

Sediment Basin/Trap



The only Structure Using a Barrier that Maximizes 
the Capture of Sediment in all Runoff Waters



Important Sediment Basin/Trap Parameters
� Controlled discharges

� Most important parameter
� High discharge rates results in 

low effectiveness

� Pond surface area
� Internal flow distance
� Long detention times for 

contained waters
� Up to 48+ hours

� Enough volume to contain 
runoff waters
� Not the most important 

parameter
� 250 m3/ha (3,600 ft.3/ac.)



Assessing runoff at four different 
climatic regions



Suggested Containment Volumes for up to 90% of 
the Average Annual Runoff Events off Clay Soils
� Based upon Trewartha** Climatic Classifications

� Volmin = 125 m3/ha (≈ 1,800 ft.3/ac.) for dry climates
� Arid and semi-arid conditions

� Volmin = 250 m3/ha (≈ 3,600 ft.3/ac.) for temperate and 
continental climates
� Humid conditions

� Volmin ≥ 380 m3/ha (≥ 5,450 ft.3/ac.) for sub-tropical and 
tropical conditions
� Where high frequency of rainfall events occur

** Trewartha GT, Horn LH.  1980.  An introduction to climate.  5th edn. McGraw Hill, New York, NY

Volmin values should be developed for 
local climatic conditions



SCS Outlet Structures

Perforated Riser PipePorous Gabion

Skimmers



Why a Skimmer is Preferred Over a Riser Pipe

INVERT OF LOWEST 
STORM WATER 
DISCHARGE OPENING

GRATE

SCHEDULE 40 
PVC PIPE

PVC VENT PIPE

FLOAT

OUTLET PIPE

FLEXIBLE HOSE MUST BE 
SECURELY FASTENED TO THE 
WATER QUALITY DISCHARGE 
OPENING

MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF FLOAT WHEN NO 
OTHER STORM WATER DISCHARGE 
OPENINGS EXIST

L = 2 x H

    M
INIMUM 2-M (6-FT.)

H

STORM WATER 
DISCHARGE 

OPENING

Removal of water occurs at the 
same rate due to  constant water 

pressure which results in low 
sediment-laden discharges 

Removal of water occurs at different 
rates due to variable water pressure 

which results in high sediment-
laden discharges

Both remove water from the 
top where less sediment 

exists

Perforated riser pipes can discharge large 
amounts of sediment-laden runoff waters



Summary of SCS Parameters
Minimum Laminar Flow Zone Parameters

Surface Area SAmin = Qoutflow ÷ Vterm
Depth dmin ≥ 750 mm (30 in.)
Volume Volmin = dmin x SAmin ≥ 125 m3/ha (1,800 ft.3/ac.)

Flow Length** Lmin-N = (1 ÷ N) x (L:W x SAmin)0.5 where L:W ≥ 3.0

Width Wmin-N = Lmin-N ÷ (L:W)

Estimated SCS Parameters
Adjustment Coefficients YA ≥ 1.0 and Yd ≥ 1.0
Average Surface Area SASCS ≈ YA x SAmin
Average Depth dSCS ≈ Yd x dmin ≥ 750 mm (30 in.)

Average Volume VolSCS ≈ (YA x Yd) x Volmin
Average Length LSCS-N ≈ (YA)0.5 x Lmin-N
Average Width WSCS-N ≈ (YA)0.5 x Wmin-N

** N = Number of approximately same sized containment chambers



A Properly Designed, Installed, and Maintained 
Sediment Basin/Trap is the Most Effective 

Structural BMP to “Minimize” the Discharge of 
Sediment-Laden Runoff Waters



Impervious Methods
Diversion Structures

Temporary Soil Coverage
Vegetation



The Ultimate Goal for Erosion Control

Impervious Surface

Impervious 
Surface

Impervious Surface
Vegetation



� Diversion Structures
� Conveys flows away from 

erodible areas
� Includes development of berms
� May need hard armoring
� May need stabilization at 

discharge points

� Goal
� Control the flow of water
� Minimize erosion of a specific 

area due to flowing waters

Methods That Minimize Erosion



� Diversion Berms
� Slope Drains

� Basin
� Conveys larger quantities of runoff
� Need containment and control inlet
� Need anchoring of the pipe
� Need controlled discharges

Methods That Minimize Erosion



� Diversion Berms
� Slope Drains

� Basin
� Roadway

� Captures road runoff
� Entrance way to pipe is important

� Gravel bags
� Need anchoring of the pipe
� Need controlled discharge

Methods That Minimize Erosion



� Staging Removal of Vegetation
• Less exposure of bare ground

• Reduced erosion
• Reduced sediment discharges

� Always retain topsoil
• Contains organic matter, nutrients 

and native seeds
• Valuable resource for vegetation 

establishment

Methods That Minimize Erosion



Methods for Planting Seed



� Material
� Wood fiber
� Paper
� Binder

� Possible Problems
� Shadowing 
� Inadequate amount 

of material 

Hydraulic Mulches

Methods that Assist with Vegetation 
Establishment



� Material
� Straw
� Hay 

� Fiber Length
� At least 150 mm (6-in.)

� Coverage
� At least 80% of the bare 

ground
Good

Fair

Poor

Dry Mulches



� Holding Dry Mulch in Place
� Crimping

� Anchors fiber material into 
the soil.

� Tackifier
� “Glues” fiber 

material together.

Dry Mulches



� Erosion Control Blankets 
(ECBs)
� Hillsides 
� Assists with vegetation 

establishment
� Provides temporary erosion 

control by covering the 
ground

Rolled Erosion Control Products



� What are you trying to accomplish?
� Temporary erosion control
� Assistance with final stabilization
� What happens when it rains?

• Infiltration for “light”                              
rainfall events

• Infiltration and underflow for 
“good” rainfall events

• Infiltration, underflow, and 
(maybe) surface flows for “heavy”  rainfall 
events

Product must be in maximum 
contact with the soil for 
optimum erosion control 

protection

Selecting a Hillside RECP



� What are you trying to 
accomplish?
� Temporary erosion control
� Assistance with final stabilization
� What happens when it rains?
� Are fiber logs/rolls necessary?

• Infiltration and underflow for “light” 
& “good” rainfall events

• Infiltration, underflow, and 
(maybe) surface flows for “heavy” 
rainfall events Optimal erosion control benefits 

occurs by ensuring the RECP has 
maximum soil contact by increasing 

the number of staples

Selecting a Hillside RECP

Rarely are fiber rolls/logs 
necessary when an ECB is 

properly installed and maintained



� Are Fiber Rolls Necessary?
• Properly designed channel RECP 

should not require the installation of 
fiber rolls.
• Excessive cost
• Little benefit
• Cannot trench into the ground

� Runoff waters flow on top and under 
the RECP.
• Need to force underflow waters to the 

top.
o Fiber rolls do not accomplish this task.

RECPs in Drainage Channels



In Summary
We Cannot “Prevent” Sediment 

Discharges or Erosion

But 

They can be Minimized Once we 
Recognize and Respect BMP 

Limitations 



Jerald S. Fifield, PhD, CISEC
HydroDynamics Incorporated

Parker, CO
303-841-0377

hdi@ecentral.com



Presentation PDF Available
Downloadable from the Chat area of the Zoom platform and the course page at stormwateruniv.com

Your Feedback Is Important
Please send us your questions, comments, concerns, etc at support@stormwateruniv.com

Certificates
Will receive email notification within 48 hours. Must have attended full session.

Recording Available
Within 48 hours on the course page at stormwateruniv.com
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Contamination Contingencies: 
The Knowns and Unknowns 

of Contaminated/Regulated Material 
on a Project and How to Respond

Wednesday, October 20
0.1 CEU/1 PDH

Greg Beckius
CPESC, PE Services

Contaminated and/or 
regulated materials require 

special attention to detail 
during all phases of a 

project. Gain useful 
knowledge and review 

current project examples on 
how to respond to the many 

variables that they can 
present.

Same Hat, New Colors: 
Construction Services 

in Integrated and Other Alternative 
Project Delivery Methods

Tuesday, October 26
0.1 CEU/1 PDH

Jean Terry
Partner, Manion Stigger

Examine the components of 
Integrated Project Delivery, 
the culture required, the 
benefits, and pitfalls and 
best practices for 
contracting on an IPD 
project.
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